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Service Provider Enterprises of all types (Banks, Telecoms, Utilities, Insurers, 

Governments especially) face significant disruptive changes arising from 

the emergence of the Digital Economy.  Innovations including Cloud, the 

IoT, mobile and digital channel emergence and Big Data, taken together 

with market changes such as deregulation and the entry of new, more agile 

players have created conditions which alter the way in which service 

providers need to behave in order to remain competitive, maximise 

customer lifetime and shareholder value.

Historically, competition was very limited and providers delivered simple 

services (gas, electricity, voice telephony or current banking account) to 

their customers using very large-scale monolithic organisational structures, 

processes and aligned IT systems to define products, find and on-board 

customers and manage their accounts over decades.  Customer 

engagement was limited to enrolment, a monthly or quarterly paper 

invoice, and handling a single payment per bill.  Satisfaction with the 

service provided generally ranged from disinterested to outright anger 

when customers felt abused by a perception of misleading and confusing 

tariffs, delay or failure to pass on wholesale market changes in price to 

consumers, and a lack of transparency and openness in their dealings with 

the service provider.



A changing world for Service 

Providers
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security.  That allowed providers to 

better set context for the services 

they offered.  Now we are seeing the 

advent of the two-way IoT, and this 

shifts the ground again, now 

allowing a much more precise and 

active response from providers to 

the behaviour and needs of their 

customers.

Providers used to divide their 

operations between the Front Office 

– sales and customer care, and the 

Back Office – everything else 

needed to manage the business.  

External stakeholders focused on 

the Front Office and this attracted 

much attention from the business 

functions as this had a significant 

impact on how the business was 

perceived.  Outsiders rarely if ever 

saw the Back Office, and internal 

users got used to solving problems 

by applying fixes on top of fixes, and 

living with poor performance and 

lack of transparency.  With the 

proliferation of channels through 

which customers and other 

stakeholders can access the 

providers’ information and services, 

together with increasing business 

and service complexity, there is a 

rapidly growing requirement for a 

‘Middle Office’.  This is required to 

mediate between the multiple 

channels, partners, internal back 

offices and enable all of these to flex 

and evolve without sudden, radical 

transformation which has been 

seen to bring huge risk, cost and 

delay.

Today’s customers have grown 

increasingly used to Digital Services 

– on-line, real-time access to 

products, services and information 

through the channel of their 

choosing, at the time and place they 

wish to engage.  Increasingly they 

expect to be able to choose and 

configure services to suit their own 

specific circumstances, and for 

those choices to be offered to them 

by providers in a way that makes it 

easy for them to be sure they are 

being well-served.  It is no longer 

good enough to make a few tariffs 

and options available – customers 

expect providers to pro-actively 

recommend and guide them to the 

best offer.

Providers are also beginning to see 

new opportunities to partner to 

provide richer, more intelligent 

services.  It is well-known that 

customer loyalty, engagement and 

lifetime value is multiplied as more 

products are provided in a bundle, 

but operating new alliances with 

healthcare, government, banks, 

telecoms and insurers  - can create 

completely new propositions to 

delight customers.  Safety, security, 

protection from fraud and theft, 

goods delivery and service worker 

management could all be part of a 

bundle utilities could take part in.

The Internet of Things (IoT) is now 

delivering hyper-connectivity of 

virtually every aspect of the 

environment we live in.  The first 

generation of the IoT brought device 

monitoring – telemetry to measure 

service consumption, environmental 

change, resource availability, 
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Technology Requirements for 

the Middle Office

The Digital Economy not only 

changes the way customers expect 

to be treated by providers, but 

increasingly employees are Digital 

Natives, and have skills and 

experiences that also drive change 

to the way providers operate.  Both 

perspectives drive a need for open, 

modular technology that:

l Easily enables secure exchange 

of information between parties – 

customers, employees, partners 

and regulators – through 

standard APIs and frameworks 

inside and outside the provider’s 

IT systems and firewall

l Real-time (right-time) processing 

that is internet enabled to 

operate across all channels 

(store, mobile smartphone, 

tablet, PC, call-centre) in a 

consistent and predictable 

manner

l Technology that enables 

innovation – cost-effectively 

testing new ideas and products, 

but also scales up to meet the 

demands of tens or hundreds of 

millions of consumers without 

re-building

l Integrates rapidly with partner 

and customer systems to deliver 

high quality customer 

experiences seamlessly 

l Co-exists with existing 

technology investments, 

continuing to deliver value 

without high-risk, time 

consuming and expensive big-

bang migrations

l Creates deep transparency over 

the operations of the provider 

and their partners to ensure 

regulation and polices are 

followed by all staff

l Takes account of both structured 

and unstructured information at 

massive volume and velocity in 

processing of transactions

l Smoothly and dynamically 

supports all customer journeys 

in a coherent and configurable 

manner that responds to 

changes in context (presence, 

transaction history, channel, 

geography) to ensure 

competitive and appropriate 

offers are made throughout

All of the above form the core 

environmental requirements 

needed by all Middle-office 

applications – it is akin to switching 

from 2D to 3D, or monochrome to 

technicolour in the way providers 

need to think about how systems 

should be able to perform and how 

they must transform to take an 

active role in the Digital Economy.

SunTec’s approach to delivering on 

these needs divides into a number 

of capabilities expressed through 

Xelerate:

l Platform technology – core 

functionality to enable secure 

global deployment, scale 

up/down, adaptability and cost-

effective ownership

l Product Modules – split into 

Business and Operational 

functions 

l Processes – pre-defined but 

dynamically configurable Process 

Flows and Business Rules to 

govern the behaviour of the 

Business and Operational 

functions to deliver the specific 

policies and objectives of the 

service provider

The following sections highlight how 

these interact to deliver the Middle 

Office.
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Middle Office and Digital Transformation

Key to driving effective 

transformation from traditional to 

Digital Service Provider is 

establishing a clear understanding 

of the existing organization, 

processes and systems, designing 

how the target structures will 

operate, and then defining a 

roadmap for change.  Progressively 

implementing the Middle Office 

functions so that these provide a 

linkage between the As-Is and To-Be 

operating models will be a key 

enabler for that activity.  This 

reduces risk, and creates a buffer 

layer that allows the existing 

organization to continue to operate 

legacy products while the new 

digital services are implemented, 

tested and grown alongside them.  

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the Middle Office Business 

Functions, the key information sources and destinations, the external 

channels (Front Office) and the Back Office.

Figure 1- Key Middle Office Functions

This approach also strongly facilitates the introduction of new partnership relationships to build shared 

services with other providers, and also supports integration of IoT style network information flows, and 

connecting these into the customer management processes to enable orchestration of customer experience.
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The Design Function 

Design – Functional 

description

The Product and Offer Design 

function differs from the traditional 

embedded or centralized Product 

Catalogue and Manager’s portal in 

that it must act in a much more 

sophisticated manner with respect 

to data and process ownership.  

Core, traditional product metadata 

will often be mastered in legacy 

systems, and the Middle Office 

needs to utilize that as a basis for 

adding more sophisticated product 

bundles, offers and propositions – 

sometimes in partnership with 

other organizations outside the 

enterprise firewall.  

It also needs to support progressive 

transition from legacy which needs 

to be retired once it has reached 

end-of-life through taking over 

ownership or data mastery and 

potentially passing that on or 

sharing it with other systems.  

Processes to manage new product 

design, trialing, approval and 

release to production must take 

account of multiple organizational 

units and evolving changes to those.

Design – Key Middle 

Office Features

l Template driven definitions for 

user friendliness and rapid, 

repeatable configuration 

l "Define once and reuse many" 

based approach

l Extract underlying product 

building blocks for multitude of 

combinations in new offer 

design

l Establish product targeting 

based on qualifying criteria 

during offer design

l Flexibility in managing products 

and offers at multiple life cycle 

stages

l Plan, control & verify products 

and offerings with configurable 

approval cycles

l Identify, plan and streamline 

logical and physical resources 

aligned with various product 

offerings (basically inventory) 

l Disciplined and streamlined 

management of product 

offerings against end customer 

attributes, behavior and 

demographics

l Accuracy and assurance by using 

transaction history for arriving in 

new product offer designs

l Control over the visibility within 

the organization (staff) on 

products & offers as per the life 

cycle stage
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The Enrol Function 

Enrol – Functional 

description

Enrolling customers for complex or 

evolving digital services requires the 

ability to identify and qualify them 

based on multiple factors – 

historical relationship, current 

context and predicted behavior.  

That can be challenging for 

traditional IT systems and business 

processes when the supporting 

information and transactions are in 

a partner’s domain, or deeply 

buried in a legacy file system 

belonging to a different department.

Once identified, target customers 

can be tagged or otherwise 

segmented for a Segment or 

Relationship manager to use in 

campaigns or in dynamic Offer 

orchestration processes.

Enrol – Key Middle 

Office Features

l Ability to create customer and 

subscription information through 

GUI and through bulk upload

l Interface with external system 

for automatic intake of customer 

data

l Ability to create and manage 

customer hierarchy including 

movement of 

customers/operators into 

different hierarchies

l Ability to define multiple 

customer/operator categories 

and usage types

l Contact log

l Associating contracts to 

customers (operators)

l 360 degree view of the customer 

using extensive enquiry feature 

set

l Ability to exclude or include 

customer hierarchy information 

for charge/discount 

computations

l Service orders for issuing and 

managing service requests 

including temporary 

disconnection of services
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The Fulfill Function

Fulfill – Functional 

description

Fulfilling complex or evolving digital 

services is all about orchestration 

across business units, organizations 

and technology domains.  The key 

lies in combining open workflow, 

standard APIs and business rules to 

deliver a flexible yet reliable 

mechanism which can easily adapt 

to changes in the way multiple 

parties wish to engage at business 

arrangements, organization and 

technology.  It also delivers on the 

ability to keep all stakeholders 

informed at all times and to alert in 

the event that some human or 

process intervention is required.

Fulfill – Key Middle 

Office Features

l Comprehensive monitoring and 

management tool

l Definition of tasks and activities 

in a workflow 

l Rule-based workflow routing 

(manual or automatic tasks) re-

routing, and escalation  

l Support for sequential and 

parallel workflows 

l Resource allocation and 

scheduling, task monitoring and 

status reporting

l Provision to control tasks using 

conditional schemes

l Auto tasks methodology 

supported includes Java Servlet, 

PLSQL API

l Notification via email and SMS

l Extensive set of service orders 

which can be associated to a 

workflow process in line with the 

business requirement

l Ability to update or cancel 

service orders

l Reading in multi-format service 

requests for provisioning

l End-to-end command lifecycle 

(status) tracking

l Translation of single service 

order commands to switch-

specific commands

l Manual and Automatic modes of 

provisioning operations

l Capability of handling internal 

and external service requests

l Ability to issue provisioning calls 

based on internal or external 

triggers

l Flowchart based configuration 

for populating API message 

attributes

l Ability to fetch API calls attributes 

from internal or external 

database

l Support for request and 

response mechanism
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The Assure Function 

Assure – Functional 

description

Assurance of digital services is an 

essential part of delivering excellent 

in customer experience.  Assurance 

is both passive and active – the 

former derives from creating a 

transparent organization, systems 

and data, while the latter involves 

creating a framework of policy 

based in regulatory compliance 

which is continuously and 

automatically operating.  The 

combination results in much lower 

operating risk, customers and 

partners who can clearly see how 

the provider is working in a fair, 

legal and open manner in their best 

interests.  This creates loyalty and 

extends lifetime value.

Assure – Key Middle 

Office Features

l Ability to implement service level 

agreement policies and rules 

according to contractual 

agreements, business policies 

and regulatory frameworks

l Active monitoring, reporting and 

alerts/escalations based on 

agreed criteria against financial 

or service performance across 

the whole value chain

l Calculation and application of 

service credits/debits as defined 

in service agreements

l Distribution of service 

credits/debits to appropriate 

parties in the value chain for 

complex digital services

l Automatic notification of internal 

staff, customers and partners 

when services either over or 

under-perform

l Ability to define extensive 

discounts/concession based on a 

variety of factors like customer 

attributes, service attributes, 

type and extend of usage, period 

and so on

l Ability to define and compute 

taxes, and support tax on tax 

computation

l Compute agent/partner 

commissions based on payment 

collected or subscribers brought 

in

l Bill adjustments, dispute and 

resolution, write-off (petty, single, 

bulk), reprocessing

l Ability to provide debit and credit 

vouchers

l Balance management, Credit 

rating and control

l Multiple payment methods, 

manual and automatic allocation 

of payments

l Late payment penalty 

calculation, Clawback (Removing 

all Concessions)
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The Report Function 

Report – Functional 

description

Fulfilling complex or evolving digital 

services is all about orchestration 

across business units, organizations 

and technology domains.  The key 

lies in combining open workflow, 

standard APIs and business rules to 

deliver a flexible yet reliable 

mechanism which can easily adapt 

to changes in the way multiple 

parties wish to engage at business 

arrangements, organization and 

technology.  It also delivers on the 

ability to keep all stakeholders 

informed at all times and to alert in 

the event that some human or 

process intervention is required.

Report – Key Middle 

Office Features

l Ability to generate converged 

invoices/statements at multiple 

levels of the customer hierarchy

l Bill presentation – ability to 

define bill description for 

charges, bill messages and bill 

types

l Ability to generate bills through 

scheduled billing, manual billing, 

single billing, and intermediate 

billing

l Revenue Value Monitors 

represent revenue details in the 

form of an interactive GUI 

dashboard 

l Provide real time statistics on the 

Cost of Sales & related revenue 

accounts. 

l 30 standard reports are available 

under different modules

l Integrate with multiple business 

and operational systems to 

collect, transform and enrich 

data for informed decisions
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Conclusion

SunTec has used its experience working with Service Providers from multiple industry sectors and in helping 

clients to transform to Digital service Providers to create the Xelerate product suite for the specific purpose of 

enabling this transition with minimal risk, cost and time to value.

We see much common ground between Service Providers in each sector we have worked in – in fact more is 

common than is different.  This document introduces the concepts and high-level Functional capabilities and 

business processes Xelerate supports.  Opportunity abounds for enterprises to cross sector boundaries and to win 

new market share and grow customer lifetime value.  But that opportunity also exists for other providers to take 

revenues and customers in areas they did not previously occupy – every day there are telecoms operators 

launching banking services, technology vendors winning share of payment and media services markets.  Every 

enterprise can become Smart in the Digital Economy, but to do so they need to define the space they want to 

occupy, prepare carefully and organize and equip themselves to win.  

The Future of Service Provision and the Middle Office
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About SunTec
 

SunTec Business Solutions is the leading provider of revenue management and business assurance solutions to financial services and 

digital and communications services industries. With deployments in 58 countries, an end-to-end revenue management solution and an 

award-winning product suite, SunTec is a trusted partner of the world’s leading service providers like HSBC, ING, Mashreq, Cable One, 

Bakrie Telecom and Arval. SunTec has its headquarters in India and offices in USA, UK, Germany, UAE and Singapore.

 

SunTec’s highly functional and technology-agnostic product suite Xelerate™ empowers the clients to create real-time personalised 

offerings to improve profitability and customer experience while optimising customer lifetime value. The product suite enables service 

providers to develop, launch and monetise innovative offerings quickly. Xelerate has helped create products and services for over 300 

million end-customers today.

Could we help your organisation?

 

For more information about how SunTec could help bring sizeable benefits to your organisation, contact your nearest office:

Germany-Tel: +49(0)69505060590 | India–Tel:+914712539600 | Singapore–Tel:+6568292139 | UAE–Tel:+97165576030 | 

UK–Tel:+442072203030 | US–Tel:+17247495699

contact@suntecgroup.com
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